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ABSTRACT

Homogeneous random tessellations in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space are considered that are stable under
iteration – STIT tessellations. A classification of vertices, segments and flats is introduced and a couple of new
metric and topological mean values for them and for the typical cell are calculated. They are illustrated by
two examples, the isotropic and the cuboid case. Several extremum problems for these mean values are solved
with the help of techniques from convex geometry by introducing an associated zonoid for STIT tessellations.

Keywords: convex geometry, iteration/nesting, mean values, random tessellation, spatial statistics, stochastic
geometry, zonoid.

INTRODUCTION

A central problem in stochastic geometry is the
development of mathematical models for random
structures whose properties are mathematically
feasible and not only accessible by simulation. A
standard example, where this account is fulfilled
is the so-called Boolean model, (seeStoyanet al.,
1995; Schneider and Weil, 2008). Mathematically
well developed models for random tessellations are
Poisson line or plane tessellations and Poisson-
Voronoi tessellations. Since random tessellations
can successfully be applied in material sciences,
geology or biology (Stoyanet al., 1995), our problem
mentioned at the beginning arises especially in the
theory of random tessellations. Particular structures
modeled by random tessellations are single-phase
polyhedral microstructures, foams, systems of cracks
(joints, fissures) in rocks, craquelée of thin layers or
systems of cells.

However, the two mathematically manageable
standard models for random tessellations, the Poisson
line or plane and the Poisson-Voronoi tessellation,
seem not in any case to serve the best choices for
idealized mathematical models regarding the above
mentioned examples. This is mainly due to the fact that
their cells are face-to-face (see the definition below).
Simulations of random tessellations which are not
face-to-face are shown in Figs.1 and 4, whereas in
contrast Fig.3 shows a realization of a face-to-face
tessellation inR3.

Fig. 1. A realization of a homogeneous and isotropic
STIT tessellation.

The underlying models used here for the non-
face-to-face cases are random tessellations which are
stable under the operation of iteration – so-called
STIT tessellations. They were formally introduced by
Nagel and Weiss(2005). In later papers Nagel and
Weiss (2006; 2008) have shown that many mean
values can be obtained from the characteristic stability
property of the tessellations by writing and solving
certain balance equations. Because of that, random
STIT tessellations have the potential to serve as a
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new mathematical reference model – besides Poisson
line or plane and Poisson-Voronoi tessellations – for
random structures tessellating the plane or the space.

It is the aim of the present paper to continue
the work of Nagel and Weiss(2006) and especially
that of Nagel and Weiss(2008) by calculating further
mean values for random STIT tessellations in the
3-dimensional Euclidean space. We will generalize
the planar concept of so-calledI -, J- and K-
segments introduced inMackisack and Miles(1996)
by considering in the spatial case four types of
segments and three different types of facets, called flats
here. Moreover, we will distinguish between two types
of vertices, the T-type and X-type vertices. It is one of
the main purposes of the present paper to find mean
values which allow a topological characterization of
the different types of vertices, segments and flats.
Because STIT tessellations are not face-to-face there
are interesting multifaceted new effects, for example
it appears that the interior of a cell-facet contains
vertices and edges. We will explore some of these
effects below.

Another class of problems the paper deals
with concerns extrema for the considered mean
values. STIT tessellations are characterized by their
surface intensity and by their so-called directional
distribution and the metric mean values depend on
both parameters. For a fixed surface intensity it is
interesting to ask for which choices of directional
distributions these mean values become minimal.
Similar questions were studied in the literature for
Poisson line, plane or even hyperplane tessellations
before, seeSchneider and Weil(2008). The answer
to these questions can be given with the help of an
associated convex body – the Steiner compact – and
two inequalities known from convex geometry.

The paper is structured as follows: After a
short introduction on spatial random tessellations we
rephrase the definition of STIT tessellations and recall
some of their main features which are frequently used
later. Afterwards, we introduce the different types
of vertices, segments and flats appearing in spatial
STIT tessellations. Subsequently their mean values are
calculated, summarized for clearness and specialized
for two particular examples. Extremum problems for
the metric mean values will be discussed at the end of
the paper by introducing an associated zonoid for STIT
tessellations.

SPATIAL RANDOM
TESSELLATIONS AND
BASIC NOTATION

A tessellation of the 3-dimensional Euclidean
space is a countable and locally finite family of convex
polytopes, thecellsof the tessellation. They cover the
whole space and have pairwise no common interior
points. Theprimitive elementsof a tessellation are
the vertices, edges, plates and cells. The edges are
line segments with no vertices in their relative interior
and the plates are convex polygons with no vertices
and edges in their relative interior. The boundary of
a plate consists of vertices and edges. With a spatial
tessellation we can associate a family ofk-networks
for k = 0,1,2, where ak-network is the union of the
primitive elements of dimensionk of the tessellation.
We denote byV, E, P, C the class of vertices, edges,
plates and cells of a tessellation, respectively. An
object of a classX is often referred to as ”an object
of typeX”, X ∈ {V,E,P,C}.

Our definition does not exclude that on the
boundary of a plate for example there could appear
additional vertices (i.e., elements from the 0-network)
which are no corners of the polygon. This is the case
when the cells of the tessellation are notface-to-face,
seeSchneider and Weil(2008, p. 447) for a formal
definition and Fig.2 for an illustration.

To avoid terminological confusion and to
distinguish between the primitive elements and the
boundary structure of polygons and polytopes, we call
the 0-faces of a polygon or a polytope itscorners. The
1-faces of a polygon are itssidesand the 1-faces of a
polytope are called itsridges. Furthermore, we call the
2-dimensional faces of a spatial polytope itsfacets.

Fig. 2.Cells that are not face-to-face.
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Spatial random tessellations were formally
introduced in Schneider and Weil (2008) or
Stoyanet al. (1995). They can be seen as random
variables with values in the measurable space of spatial
tessellations. Similarly to the case of deterministic
tessellations we can consider also for random
tessellations the collection of cells (formally the
3-network) and the 0-, 1- and 2-network. In this
paper we will only considerhomogeneousrandom
tessellations, whereby we require the distribution of
the tessellation to be invariant under the group of all
translations inR

3. Moreover, a random tessellation
is said to beisotropic, if its distribution is invariant
under the groupSO(3) of all rotations inR

3. In the
homogeneous (and not necessarily isotropic case) the
technique of Palm distributions allows us to speak
of the typical vertex, edge, plate or cell of a random
tessellation. For example the typical vertex can be
interpreted as a vertex ’uniformly’ chosen from the
0-network in a very large observation window (this
can be made precise in the usual sense of ergodic
theory by considering the uniform distribution on the
set of vertices in a large observation window and by
letting the diameter of this window tend to infinity
together with a suitable renormalization). Whenever in
this paper the wordtypical appears, it refers to such
a definition. For the mathematically exact theory we
cite againSchneider and Weil(2008) or Stoyanet al.
(1995).

To define mean values for typical objects of a
random tessellation, we have to formalize in advance
the concept of adjacent objects. An objectx of typeX
is said to beadjacentto an objecty of typeY if either
x⊆ y or y⊆ x. LetNX,Y be the mean number of objects
of type Y adjacent to the typical object of classX,
where the expectation is taken with respect to the Palm
distribution of objects of typeX. On the other hand,
the primitive elements of dimensionk, k= 0,1,2,3, are
k-dimensional polytopes withj-dimensional polytopal
faces,j < k. For the typical primitive element of typeX
of dimensionk we denote byν j(X) the mean number
of its j-faces, j < k. For example we have attentively
to distinguish between the mean number of vertices of
the typical cellNC,V and the mean numberν0(C) of its
corners. For tessellations in face-to-face position that
differentiation is not necessary, since both parameters
coincide.

By λX we denote theintensityof objects of classX,
by which is meant the intensity of the homogeneous
point-process of centroids ofX-type objects (where
the centroid function is assumed to be invariant under
translations). This is the mean number of centroids
of objects of classX per unit volume, which by
homogeneity is a well defined quantity and does not

depend on the choices of ’the unit volume’ and the
centroid function.

Fig. 3. A realization of a homogeneous and isotropic
Poisson plane tessellation.

As an example of a homogeneous random spatial
tessellation we consider the homogeneousPoisson
plane tessellation, which is a plane tessellation
induced by a homogeneous Poisson process on the
space of planes inR3. A realization of a homogeneous
and isotropic Poisson plane tessellation is shown in
Fig. 3. It is well known that the law of a Poisson
plane tessellation is uniquely determined by a positive
real constantτ, its intensity, and a non-degenerate
probability measureR on the upper unit half-sphere
(Schneider and Weil, 2008, and especially Chapter
10.3 therein). Such a random collection of planes
decomposes the space into convex polytopes whose
interiors are pairwise disjoint. It is a face-to-face
tessellation as can easily be seen from the definition.
For the typical cell of a Poisson plane tessellation,
usually called thePoisson polytope, the following
mean values are well known, seeStoyanet al. (1995):

ν0(C) = NC,V = 8 , ν1(C)= NC,E = 12 ,

ν2(C) = NC,P = 6 ,

i.e., the Poisson polytope has in the mean 8 vertices,
12 edges and 6 plates and likewise 8 corners and 12
ridges and 6 facets. These values are frequently used
in the course of the paper.

STIT TESSELLATIONS

STIT tessellations form an interesting class of
homogeneous random tessellations, whose cells are
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not in a face-to-face position and whose properties
are mathematically feasible. They formally arise
as limits of rescaled iterations (or nestings) of
homogeneous random tessellations. The idea of
iteration is to subdivide the cells of a given
homogeneous tessellation independently by a
sequence of independent and identically distributed
homogeneous random tessellations having the same
distribution as the primary tessellation. An appropriate
rescaling is necessary in order to keep thesurface
intensity SV, i.e., the mean total surface area of
cell boundaries per unit volume, constant. STIT
tessellations can be characterized by the property
that their distribution does not change through
rescaled iteration,i.e., we require the distribution
of the tessellation to bestable under iteration, a
property which also explains the abbreviation STIT.
A realization of a homogeneous and isotropic random
STIT tessellation is shown in Fig.1, whereas Fig.4
shows a realization of a homogeneous but anisotropic
STIT tessellation in the 3-dimensional space. In
Nagel and Weiss(2005) an explicit construction was
presented for such tessellations in a bounded convex
window in Euclidean spaces of arbitrary dimension
d ≥ 2.

The finite-volume construction can be understood
as a process of sequential cell division at random times.
At time t = 0 the construction starts with a compact
convex polytopal windowW ⊂ R

3, for example a
cube or a ball. After a random lifetimet1 that is
exponentially distributed (with parameter related to
the geometry ofW and the directional distribution
R) a random plane with directional distributionR
is introduced inW, thus W splits into two new
polytopes and cell-facets (at their birth time also
plates) are born with birth timet1. Then, sequentially,
all extant polytopesW1, ...,Wk with the respective birth
timest1, ..., tk are divided independently of each other
in the same way. The lifetime ofWi is a random
variable, exponentially distributed and with parameter
depending on the geometry ofWi and the previously
fixed directional distributionR (when constructing an
isotropic tessellation, this lifetime is proportional to
the mean breadth of the respective cell). At the end of
its lifetime, the polytopeWi is subdivided by a random
plane, which is chopped of by the boundary of the
cell,Wi dies and two new polytopes and cell-facets are
born. The state at a fixed timet > 0 is a tessellation of
W, in the sequel denoted byΦ(t,W). It can be shown
that Φ(t,W) is consistent inW, which means that it
is independent ofW and there exists a homogeneous
random tessellationΦ(t) of the whole spaceR3 such
that

Φ(t,W)
D
= Φ(t)∩W ,

with
D
= standing for equality in distributions.

Remarkably, the tessellationsΦ(t,W) andΦ(t) enjoy
the stability property with respect to (rescaled)
iteration.

Fig. 4.A realization of a homogeneous and anisotropic
STIT tessellation whose directional distribution is
concentrated with equal weight to the three coordinate
directions.

The algorithmic construction of STIT tessellations
in polytopal windows described above immediately
leads to an effective simulation algorithm. This
algorithm was used to create the simulations shown in
Figs.1 and4.

A direct global construction of a whole-space
STIT tessellations was found inMeckeet al. (2008a)
and Meckeet al. (2008b). Some mean values for
homogeneous random STIT tessellations in the plane
appeared inNagel and Weiss(2006) and for the spatial
case inNagel and Weiss(2008). Some of the therein
obtained formulas will be recalled in a later section.

We will now list some of the key-properties
of STIT tessellations, which are important for the
present paper. We will formulate them for the 3-
dimensional case, even if they are valid for arbitrary
space dimensions:

– The law of a homogeneous random STIT
tessellation in R

3 is uniquely determined by
its surface intensity 0< SV < ∞ and by a
probability measureR on the upper half-sphere
S

2
+, whose support is not concentrated on a

great half-subsphere. The measureR describes the
distribution of the direction of the unit normal
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vector at a uniformly chosen point (the so-called
typical point with respect to the boundary measure
of cells) of the 2-network associated with the
tessellation andSV is the mean total surface area
of cell boundaries per unit volume.

– The interior of the typical cell of a spatial
homogeneous random STIT tessellation has the
same distribution as the interior of the Poisson
polytope with parametersSV and R. This means
that mean volume, mean surface area and length
of the edge skeleton of the typical cell of a
STIT tessellation are the same as for the Poisson
polytope. The difference between STIT and
Poisson plane tessellations arises from the mutual
arrangement of the cells (compare Figs.1 and 4
with Fig. 3) which implies that the topological
parameters, such as the mean number of vertices,
edges and plates adjacent to the typical cell, will
differ.

– The cells of STIT tessellations are not face-to-face,
which means that the intersection of two cells with
a common plate is not necessarily a cell-facet of
both cells. An example of two cells that are not
face-to-face is shown in Fig.2.

– The intersection of a homogeneous STIT
tessellation in R

3 with a plane induces a
homogeneous random STIT tessellation in
this intersection plane. The induced random
tessellation will be isotropic, whenever the spatial
tessellation is isotropic, too. If we intersect a
homogeneous random STIT tessellation inR

3 with
a line g, we obtain a homogeneous Poisson point
process ong.

For details on STIT tessellations we refer to
Nagel and Weiss(2005), Nagel and Weiss(2006),
Meckeet al. (2007), Nagel and Weiss (2008),
Meckeet al.(2008a) andMeckeet al.(2008b), Mecke
(2009), Thäle (2009) or Schreiber and Tḧale (2010).
Also Schneider and Weil(2008), pp. 469–470 contains
some comments on STIT tessellations.

In Weiss and Cowan (paper submitted
for publication), a systematic study of spatial
homogeneous tessellations which are not face-to-face
is undertaken. STIT tessellations are considered there
as one particular example and the results for mean
values are deduced from rather general formulae.
In the current paper, the mean values for STIT
tessellations will be derived from the topology and the
special properties of these tessellations. Furthermore,
Weiss and Cowan do not consider what we later call
I-segments and I-flats.

TYPES OF VERTICES

Homogeneous planar STIT tessellations only have
T-shaped vertices, which means that in any vertex there
are three outgoing edges and two of them are collinear.
From the construction of a STIT tessellation given
above it follows that a homogeneous spatial STIT
tessellation has two different types of vertices, namely

– T-verticesand

– X-vertices.

A T-vertex appears on a ridge of a cell, when this
cell is intersected by a plate which is born, whereas
an X-vertex emerges, when two plates born in two
neighboring cells intersect in the relative interior of
a common plate of the two cells. These two possible
situations are illustrated in Fig.5. Note that the notion
of a T- or X-vertex is based on the plates which create
that vertex. The two types of vertices and the geometric
differences between them are essential for our further
considerations as will be seen below.

Fig. 5.A T-vertex (top) and an X-vertex (bottom).

The intensities of T- and X-type vertices,i.e., mean
number of T- and X-vertices per unit volume, are
denoted byλVT and λVX , respectively. Furthermore,
λV = λVT + λVX is the intensity of vertices, meaning
the mean number of vertices of the tessellation per unit
volume.
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TYPES OF SEGMENTS

For planar tessellations whose cells are not in
a face-to-face position,Mackisack and Miles(1996)
introduced a classification of the linear segments of
the 1-network associated with the tessellation. More
precisely, they introduced the notion ofI -, J- and
K-segments for the planar case. For spatial STIT
tessellations we introduce now a similar concept
and make the following classification for segments
contained in the 1-dimensional network of the 3-
dimensional STIT tessellation:

– a K-segmentis an edge of the tessellation, that
means it is a linear segment in the 1-network
between two vertices but with no further vertex in
its relative interior,

– an I-segmentis the maximal union of connected
and collinearK-segments, that means it cannot
be enlarged by another collinearK-segment
(alternatively, theI -segments are the sides of the
plates born during the spatio-temporal construction
of STIT tessellations explained earlier),

– aJ(2)-segmentis a side of a plate and

– aJ(3)-segmentis a ridge of a cell, see Fig.6.

Fig. 6.Each time two K-segments (red), J(2)-segments
(cyan), J(3)-segments (yellow) and I-segments (green).

Note that the class ofK-segments is equal to
the class of edgesE of the tessellation. TheJ-
segments are 1-dimensional faces,i.e., the sides, of
the primitive elements of the tessellation,J(2) of
the 2-dimensional primitive elements, the plates, and
J(3) that of the 3-dimensional primitive elements,
the cells. It is important to point out that the point
processes formed by the collection of allJ(2)- andJ(3)-
segment midpoints, respectively, is not simple, which

means that the segments are counted with multiplicity
according to the number of plates or cells they belong
to.

Fig. 7.A plate (red) with a proper J(2)-segment (cyan)
on its boundary.

In Fig. 7 it is illustrated that the classesJ(2) and
J(3) do not coincide, by constructing a ’proper’J(2)-
segment,i.e., one which is not aK-, J(3)- or I -segment
at the same time. To see it, observe at first that the
cyan segment in Fig.7 is a side of the red plate, hence
a J(2)-segment. Further note, that it has a vertices in
its relative interior, hence it is not aK-segment, it is
also not a ridge of any of the involved cells, thus, it
cannot be aJ(3)-segment. Moreover, it can be enlarged
by another collinearK-segment, which means that it
cannot be anI -segment.

The classes ofK-, I -, J(2)- andJ(3)-segments are
denoted byK1, I1, J(2)

1 andJ(3)
1 , respectively. ForY ∈

{K, I ,J(2),J(3)}, the intensity ofY-segments,i.e., the
mean number ofY-segment midpoints per unit volume
is denoted byλY1. The mean length of the typical
Y-segment isLY1 and analogously to the concept of
adjacent objects, the mean number of vertices in the
relative interior of the typicalY-segment is denoted by
Nrelint(Y1),V .

TYPES OF FLATS

In referring to the different types of segments we
consider now the 2-dimensional network associated
with a random STIT tessellation and introduce the
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following classification of the different types of plates
(we call themflatshere in order to distinguish between
them, the primitive plates and the faces and facets of
the cells):

– aK-flat is a plate of the tessellation, that means it is
a 2-dimensional convex polygon bounded by edges
of the 1-network and without edges and vertices in
its relative interior,

– aJ-flat is a facet of a cell and

– an I-flat is the maximal union of coplanar and
connectedK-flats and cannot be enlarged by
another coplanarK-flat, see Fig.8. Alternatively,I -
flats are the polygons born during the construction
of a STIT tessellation homogeneously in time.

Fig. 8. A K-flat (red), a J-flat (blue) and an I-flat
(green).

Note, that by definition the sides of aK-flat are
J(2)-segments,J(3)-segments coincide with the sides
of J-flats andI -flats are surrounded byI -segments.
Moreover, the class ofK-flats is equal to the class
P of plates and the collection ofJ-flats corresponds
to the class of cell-facets. Again, the homogeneous
point process ofJ-flat centroids is not a simple one in
general, since one plate can be a common facet of two
neighboring cells.

From now on we denote byK2, J2 and I2 the
classes ofK-flats,J-flats andI -flats, respectively,i.e.,
we use the subscript2 to make clear the dimension of
the objects under consideration in order to distinguish
between flats and segments, where for the latter we
have used the subscript1 already in the last section.

By λX2 we denote the intensity ofX-flats, i.e., the
mean number ofX-flats per unit volume (this is the
mean number ofX-flats centroids per unit volume) and
by AX2 andUX2 the mean area and perimeter of the

typicalX-flat, whereX stands for one of the literalsK,
J or I . Furthermore, letNrelint(X2),V andNbd(X2),V be the
mean number of vertices in the relative interior or on
the boundary of the typicalX-flat, respectively.

The mean number of edges in the relative interior
or on the boundary of the typicalX-flat is denoted
by Nrelint(X2),E and Nbd(X2),E, respectively, withX ∈
{K,J, I}, where we say that an edgee∈ E is located
in the relative interior of anX-flat x∈ X if relint(e) ⊆
relint(x). Moreover we introduceNJ2,P and NI2,P for
the mean number of plates adjacent to the typicalJ-
flat or the typicalI -flat, respectively.

PARAMETERS FOR CELLS

We will also derive some new topological mean
values for the typical cell of a spatial STIT tessellation.
As already mentioned in the section on STIT
tessellations, the typical cell of a STIT tessellation and
the Poisson polytope of a Poisson plane tessellation
with the same surface intensity share the same metric
mean values, such as mean volume, mean surface
area and mean length of the edge skeleton. For this
reason we will restrict our attention to the topological
parameters. We denote bysk(c) the 1-dimensional
boundary,i.e., the edge skeletonof objectsc of class
C.

We are interested in the following topological
mean values: The mean number of verticesNsk(C),V
and the mean number of edgesNsk(C),E on the edge
skeleton of the typical cell.

SUMMARY OF NOTATION

For clarity we summarize here the notation mostly
introduced so far. LetY ∈ {K,J(2),J(3), I} and X ∈
{K,J, I}. Furthermore we use the abbreviationsp.u.v.
for ’per unit volume’, typ. for ’typical’ and r.i. for
relative interior.

Intensities:

SV – surface intensity,i.e., mean total surface area
p.u.v.

LV – edge length intensity,i.e., mean total edge
length p.u.v.

λV ,λE,λP,λC – mean number of vertices, edges,
plates, cells p.u.v.

λVT ,λVX – mean number of T-, X- vertices p.u.v.

λY1, λX2 - mean number ofY-segments andX-flats
p.u.v.

Typical objects:
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LY1 – mean length of the typ.Y-segment

AX2, UX2 – mean area and mean perimeter of the
typ. X-flat

νk(X),νk(C) – mean number ofk-dimensional
polytope face(t)s of the typ.X-flat (k = 0,1) and
the typ. cell (k = 0,1,2)

Adjacent objects:

NO1,O2 – mean number of primitive objects of type
O2 adjacent to the typ. object of typeO1, O1,O2 ∈
{V,E,P,C}:

Nrelint(Y1),V – mean number of vertices in the r.i. of
the typ.Y-segment

Nrelint(X2),V , Nbd(X2),V – mean number of vertices in
the r.i. and on the boundary of the typ.X-flat

Nrelint(X2),E – mean number of edges in the r.i. of
the typ.X-flat

NJ2,P, NI2,P – mean number of plates adjacent to
the typ.J-flat or to the typ.I -flat, respectively

Nsk(C),V , Nsk(C),E – mean number of vertices or
edges, respectively, in the edge skeleton of the typ.
cell

The following mean value relations can easily be
derived:

NY1,V = Nrelint(Y1),V +2 and NY1,E = Nrelint(Y1),V +1

for the mean number of vertices and edges in the
relative interior of the typicalY-segment,

Nbd(X2),E = Nbd(X2),V

for the mean number of edges on the boundary of the
typicalX-flat,

NX2,V = Nrelint(X2),V +Nbd(X2),V

and
NX2,E = Nrelint(X2),E +Nbd(X2),V

for the mean number of vertices and edges adjacent to
the typicalX-flat.

KNOWN MEAN VALUES

We regard from now on a homogeneous spatial
STIT tessellationΦ(SV) with surface intensity 0<
SV < ∞ and fixed directional distributionR, which is a
probability measure on the upper half-sphereS

2
+, such

that the set of directions in the support ofR spans the
whole 3-dimensional space.

We define the two constantsζ2 andζ3 by

ζ2 =
∫ ∫

[u1,u2]R(du1)R(du2) ,

ζ3 =
∫ ∫ ∫

[u1,u2,u3]R(du1)R(du2)R(du3) ,

where the integration is always overS
2
+ and [u1,u2]

denotes the area of the parallelogram spanned by
u1 and u2 and [u1,u2,u3] is the volume of the
parallelepiped spanned by the vectorsu1, u2 andu3 (in
the terminology ofSchneider and Weil, 2008, [u1,u2]
and [u1,u2,u3] are subspace determinants). These
two constants reflect the influence of the directional
distribution R on the mean values of the random
tessellation.

In the isotropic case these constants have the
particular valuesζ2 = π/4 and ζ3 = π/8 as can
be concluded from Thm. 4.6.5 inSchneider and Weil
(2008).

The following formulas for mean values for
homogeneous spatial STIT tessellations were already
proved inNagel and Weiss(2008):

λV = S3
V

ζ3, λE = 2S3
V

ζ3,

λP =
7
6

S3
V

ζ3, λC =
1
6

S3
V

ζ3,

LE =
1

2SV

ζ2

ζ3
,

UP =
18

7SV

ζ2

ζ3
, AP =

6

7S2
V

1
ζ3

,

NP,V = NP,E =
36
7

, NC,V = 24,

NC,E = 36, NC,P = 14.

Moreover, for the edge length intensityLV we have

LV = S2
Vζ2.

These values will be used in the sequel to derive further
mean value formulas for STIT tessellations in 3D.

For completeness we recall now the values for the
metric mean values of the typical cell. Denoting by
VolC the mean volume, bySC the mean surface area,
byUC the mean length of the edge-skeleton (perimeter)
and byBC the mean breadth of the typical cell we have

VolC =
6

S3
V

1
ζ3

, SC =
12

S2
V

1
ζ3

,

UC =
18
SV

ζ2

ζ3
, BC =

3
2SV

ζ2

ζ3
.
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TOPOLOGY OF VERTICES

The two different types of vertices and moreover
their topology illustrated by Fig.5 will play a crucial
role. For later reference, we summarize now some of
their most important properties. We start with the T-
type vertices and note that a T-vertex is ...

... an endpoint of 4 edges,

... an endpoint of 10J(2)-segments and located in
the relative interior of anotherJ(2)-segment,

... an endpoint of 6J(3)-segments and located in the
relative interior of anotherJ(3)-segment,

... an endpoint of 2I -segments and located in the
relative interior of a third one,

... a corner of 5 plates and located on the boundary
(but no corner) of a sixth plate,

... a corner of 6J-flats, located on the boundary
(but no corner) of two otherJ-flats and in the
relative interior of a ninth one,

... a corner of oneI -flat, located on the boundary
(but no corner) of anotherI -flat and in the relative
interior of a third one,

... a corner of 2 cells, located on the edge skeleton
(but no corner) of a third cell and in the relative
interior of a cell-facet of a fourth one.

X-type vertices have the following topological
features: An X-vertex is ...

... an endpoint of 4 edges,

... an endpoint of 8J(2)-segments and located in the
relative interior of another twoJ(2)-segments,

... located in the relative interior of 4J(3)-segments,

... located in the relative interior of 2I -segments,,

... a corner of 4 plates and located on the boundary
(but no corner) of two further plates,

... located on the boundary (but no corner) of 8J-
flat,

... located on the boundary (but no corner) of 2I -
flats and in the relative interior of a third one,

... located on the edge skeleton of 4 cells.

These relationships will from now on be used
frequently in the course of our considerations.

NEW MEAN VALUES FOR
VERTICES

In this section we derive at first expressions for the
intensitiesλVT and λVX , i.e., the mean number of T-
and X-vertices per unit volume, respectively. To do so,
recall that the mean total number of vertices per unit
volume equalsS3

V
ζ3, i.e., λV = λVT + λVX = S3

V
ζ3. We

observe now that each T-vertex is a corner of exactly
2 cells and an X-vertex cannot be a corner of any
cell. With ν0(C) = 8 we have 8λC = 2λVT and with
λC = 1

6S3
V

ζ3 it follows

λVT = 4λC =
2
3

S3
V

ζ3

and

λVX = λV −λVT = S3
V

ζ3−
2
3

S3
V

ζ3 =
1
3

S3
V

ζ3.

Thus, for a spatial STIT tessellation we have obviously
the proportion

λVT : λVX = 2 : 1.

Moreover, the following topological mean values are
easily derived from the topology of vertices in a spatial
STIT tessellation:

NVT ,E = NVX ,E = 4,

NVT ,P = NVX ,P = 6,

and
NVT ,C = NVX ,C = 4,

see Fig.5.

NEW MEAN VALUES FOR
TYPICAL SEGMENTS

The present section is devoted to mean values
for the four different types of segments introduced
above. It is our aim to calculate their intensities, their
mean lengths and the mean number of vertices in their
relative interior, which are denoted byλY1, LY1 and
Nrelint(Y1),V , respectively, whereY stands for one of the

literals from{K,J(2),J(3), I}.

Recall at first from the section on known mean
values that

λK1 = λE = 2S3
V

ζ3

and that

LK1 = LE =
1

2SV

ζ2

ζ3
.
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Moreover, it follows from the definition ofK-segments
that

Nrelint(K1),V = 0.

We have seen above that each T-vertex is a corner
of exactly 5 plates and each X-vertex is a corner of
exactly 4 plates. Thus, we haveλPν0(P) = 5λVT +4λVX

and therefore the typicalK-flat has in the mean four
corners,i.e.,

ν0(P) = ν0(K2) = 4.

With λPν0(P) = λ
J(2)
1

and λ
J(2)
1

L
J(2)
1

= 3LV – recall

that each edge is contained in the boundary of
exactly 3 edges and thatJ-segments are counted with
multiplicity – we obtain now

λ
J(2)
1

=
14
3

S3
V

ζ3 and L
J(2)
1

=
9

14SV

ζ2

ζ3
.

The typicalK-flat has in the mean36
7 vertices on its

boundary,NP,V = 36
7 . Since – in the mean – 4 of them

are corners of the plate (K-flat) we get

N
relint(J(2)

1 ),V
=

λP

λ
J(2)
1

(NP,V −4) =
36
7 −4

4
=

2
7
,

i.e., in the mean, the typicalJ(2)-segment contains27
vertices in its relative interior.

From the property that a STIT tessellation has a
Poisson-typical cell we get immediately

L
J(3)
1

=
1

SV

ζ2

ζ3

from Stoyanet al. (1995) in the isotropic and
Schneider and Weil(2008) in the anisotropic case. The
fact that each edge is adjacent to two ridges of cells and
thatJ-segments are counted with multiplicities implies

λ
J(3)
1

=
2LV

L
J(3)
1

= 2S3
V

ζ3.

To obtainN
relint(J(3)

1 ),V
we observe thatL

J(3)
1

= 2LK1,

which yields
N

relint(J(3)
1 ),V

= 1.

We calculate now the intensityλI1, i.e., the mean
number ofI -segments per unit volume. To this end we
notice that any T-vertex is the endpoint of exactly two
I -segments and anyI -segment has two endpoints and
they are T-vertices. Thus 2λI1 = 2λVT , which leads to

λI1 =
2
3

S3
V

ζ3.

From the equationλI1LI1 = LV we get furthermore

LI1 =
LV

λI1
=

3
2SV

ζ2

ζ3
.

Moreover, each T-vertex lies in the relative interior of
exactly one I-segment and each X-vertex in the relative
interior of exactly two. By taking into account the
proportion of T- and X-vertices, we arrive at

Nrelint(I1),V ·λI1 = 1·λVT +2·λVX =
4
3

λV .

Hence,

Nrelint(I1),V =
4
3λV

λI1
= 2,

meaning that the typicalI -segment contains 2 vertices
in its relative interior in the mean. Note, that this is in
line with the observation thatLI1 = 3LK1.

NEW MEAN VALUES FOR
TYPICAL FLATS

Mean values for the typicalK-flat were considered
by Nagel and Weiss(2008). They obtained

λK2 =
7
6

S3
V

ζ3, AK2 =
SV

λK2

=
6

7S2
V

1
ζ3

NK2,V = NK2,E =
36
7

, UK2 =
18

7SV

ζ2

ζ3
.

Additionally, in the previous section we have shown
that ν0(K2) = 4. Moreover, from the definition ofK-
flats it follows

Nrelint(K2),V = Nrelint(K2),E = 0.

We consider now the typicalJ-flat. Since STIT
tessellations have Poisson typical cells, the mean area
of the typicalJ-flat is the same as the mean area of
a facet of the Poisson polytope, which is well known
from the literature (seeStoyanet al., 1995, for the
isotropic case andSchneider and Weil, 2008, p. 490,
for the mean value in the anisotropic case). From this
it follows

AJ2 =
2

S2
V

1
ζ3

, UJ2 =
4

SV

ζ2

ζ3

and also
ν0(J2) = 4,

i.e., the typical J-flat is in the mean a topological
quadrangle.
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The intensity λJ2 can be calculated from the
relationλJ2AJ2 = 2SV, which yields

λJ2 = S3
V

ζ3.

To consider the mean number of edges in the relative
interior of the typicalJ-flat, we use the following
topological property of STIT tessellations: Any edge
of the tessellation is adjacent to three cells. In one of
them that edge is contained in the relative interior of a
facet and in the two others it is contained on a ridge of
these cells, in order that we obtain

Nrelint(J2),E =
λE

λJ2

= 2.

Next we remark, that any T-vertex is contained in the
relative interior of exactly oneJ-flat and that any X-
vertex is contained in the relative interior of noJ-flat.
This implies

Nrelint(J2),V =
λVT

λJ2

=
2
3
.

Any vertex of a STIT tessellation is located on the
boundary of eight cell-facets. Therewith we obtain

Nbd(J2),V = Nbd(J2),E =
8λV

λJ2

= 8.

The mean number of plates adjacent to the typicalJ-
flat is given by

NJ2,P =
2λP

λJ2

=
7
3
,

because each plate is a part of twoJ-flats.
Summarizing, we find for homogeneous spatial STIT
tessellations the following mean value relation

NJ2,P ·AP = AJ2.

Now, we consider the typicalI -flat, whose mean area
is given by

AI2 =
6

S2
V

1
ζ3

.

This can heuristically be seen as follows (the
mathematical justification of this approach is provided
by Corollary 2 in Schreiber and Tḧale, 2010): We
regard the STIT tessellation under consideration as
a time-augmented random process ofI -flats, where
the flats are marked by their respective birth times
β ∈ (0,SV) in referring to the construction explained
in the section on STIT tessellations. Observe now, that
conditioned on its birth time 0< β = s< SV, the mean
areaAI2(β = s) of the typicalI -flat is given by

AI2(β = s) =
2
s2

1
ζ3

,

as follows from the fact that STIT tessellations
have Poisson typical cells, the observation that
sectional STIT tessellations are again stable under
iteration and the known mean values for Poisson
line and plane tessellations inStoyanet al. (1995)
or Schneider and Weil(2008). In order to obtain the
unconditioned mean valueAI2 we have to integrate
AI2(β = s) with respect to all possible birth times.
To this end we need the birth time distribution of the
typical I -flat or its densitypβ (·). To obtain a formula,
note that from invariance reasons (homogeneity of the
tessellation) it follows that the intensityλI2(β < s)
of I -flats with birth time smaller thans equalscs3

with some universal constantc > 0 not depending on
s. Thus, by the definition of the mark distribution as
given in Chap. 3.5 ofSchneider and Weil(2008) we
see that the birth time distribution is given by

P(β < s) =
λI2(β < s)

λI2(β < SV)
=

cs3

cS3
V

=
s3

S3
V

, 0 < s< SV.

Hence, the birth time densitypβ (s) equals

pβ (s) =
3s2

S3
V

, 0 < s< SV.

Integration ofAI2(β = s) with respect to this birth time
density yields immediately the value forAI2:

AI2 =
∫ SV

0
AI2(β = s)pβ (s)ds

=
∫ SV

0

2
s2

1
ζ3

·
3s2

S3
V

ds=
6

S2
V

1
ζ3

.

For a closely related approach in the planar case see
Meckeet al. (2010).

Having calculated the mean area of the typicalI -
flat, we observe now thatλI2AI2 = SV implies

λI2 =
SV

AI2
=

1
6

S3
V

ζ3.

FromLV = λI2UI2 we can calculate the mean perimeter
of I2, namely

UI2 =
LV

λI2
=

6
SV

ζ2

ζ3
.

Above we have seen that any T-vertex is a corner of
exactly oneI -flat, is located on the boundary but no
corner of anotherI -flat, and is contained in the interior
of a third one. On the other hand, any X-vertex is
located on the boundary and is no corner of twoI -flats
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and in the interior of a thirdI -flat. We obtain from these
considerations

Nrelint(I2),V =
λV

λI2
= 6,

Nbd(I2),V =
2λV

λI2
= 12,

NI2,V = Nrelint(I2),V +Nbd(I2),V = 18,

ν0(I2) =
λVT

λI2
= 4.

In particular, the typicalI -flat is in the mean a
topological quadrangle, which is not surprising, since
I -flats areJ-flats at their birth time.

Any edge of a STIT tessellation is located in the
relative interior of exactly oneI -flat, so that the mean
number of edges in the relative interior of the typical
I -flat can be calculated from

Nrelint(I2),E =
λE

λI2
= 12.

For the mean number of plates adjacent to the typical
I -flat we obtain

NI2,P =
λP

λI2
= 7.

From this we get a mean value relation for the typical
I -flat of a STIT tessellation analogously to that for the
typicalJ-flat:

NI2,P ·AP = AI2.

NEW MEAN VALUES FOR THE
TYPICAL CELL

To deduce mean values and mean value relations
for the typical cell, we consider again the topology of
the vertices mentioned earlier in a separate section.
Recall, that each T-vertex is located on the edge-
skeleton of three cells, whereas each X-vertex is
adjacent to the skeleton of four cells. Hence, it follows

Nsk(C),V =
3λVT

λC
+

4λVX

λC
= 20.

The typical cell of a STIT tessellation has in the mean
24 vertices, 20 of them are on the skeleton (8 corners
and 12 in the relative interiors of the ridges) and 4
vertices are located in the relative interiors of the cell-
facets, in the mean.

Any edge of a STIT tessellation is adjacent to the
edge skeleton of two cells, which implies

Nsk(C),E =
2λE

λC
= 24.

We conclude that the typical cell of a STIT tessellation
has in the mean 36 edges, 24 of them are located on the
edge skeleton and 12 in the relative interiors of cell-
facets, in the mean.

SUMMARY OF THE MEAN
VALUES

The following tables summarize the mean values
obtained so far. First, the new mean values for
the typical cell are presented (Table 1). Next, we
summarize the new mean values for the different types
of vertices (Table 2), segments (Table 3) and flats
(Table 4).

Table 1.Topological mean values for the typical cell.

W C sk(C)

NW,V 24 20 ν0(C) = 8

NW,E 36 24 ν1(C) = 12

Table 2.Mean values for vertices.

Z Z = T Z = X both

λVZ
2
3S3

V
ζ3

1
3S3

V
ζ3 S3

V
ζ3

NVZ,E 4 4 —

NVZ,P 6 6 —

NVZ,C 4 4 —

Table 3.Mean values for segments.

Y1 K1 J(2)
1 J(3)

1 I1

λY1 2S3
V

ζ3
14
3 S3

V
ζ3 2S3

V
ζ3

2
3S3

V
ζ3

LY1
1

2SV

ζ2
ζ3

9
14SV

ζ2
ζ3

1
SV

ζ2
ζ3

3
2SV

ζ2
ζ3

Nrelint(Y1),V 0 2
7 1 2

NY1,V 2 16
7 3 4

Nrelint(Y1),E 1 9
7 2 3
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Table 4.Mean values for flats.

X2 K2 J2 I2

λX2
7
6S3

V
ζ3 S3

V
ζ3

1
6S3

V
ζ3

AX2
6

7S2
V

1
ζ3

2
S2
V

1
ζ3

6
S2
V

1
ζ3

UX2
18

7SV

ζ2
ζ3

4
SV

ζ2
ζ3

6
SV

ζ2
ζ3

ν0(X2) 4 4 4

Nrelint(X2),V 0 2
3 6

Nbd(X2),V
36
7 8 12

NX2,V
36
7

26
3 18

Nrelint(X2),E 0 2 12

Nbd(X2),E
36
7 8 12

NX2,E
36
7 10 24

NX2,P 0 7
3 7

TWO EXAMPLES

The new metric mean values considered so far,
i.e., the quantitiesLY1, UX2 and AX2 with Y ∈

{K,J(2),J(3), I} andX ∈ {I ,J,K} are now calculated
explicitly in two special situations. Namely, when the
directional distributionR is the uniform distribution
on S

2
+ – the isotropic case, see Fig.1 – and whenR

is concentrated with equal weight on three orthogonal
directions. Since in the latter case the cells are cuboids
with probability 1 we call this case thecuboid case, see
Fig. 4 for an illustration.

Isotropic case:Here we haveζ2 = π/4 and ζ3 = π/8,
which leads to

LK1 =
1

SV

, L
J(2)
1

=
9

7SV

,

L
J(3)
1

=
2

SV

, LI1 =
3

SV

,

UK2 =
36

7SV

, UJ2 =
8

SV

,

UI2 =
12
SV

, AK2 =
48

7πS2
V

,

AJ2 =
16

πS2
V

, AI2 =
48

πS2
V

.

Cuboid case:Here we haveζ2 = 3!/32 = 2/3 andζ3 =
3!/33 = 2/9 and hence

LK1 =
3

2SV

, L
J(2)
1

=
27

14SV

,

L
J(3)
1

=
3

SV

, LI1 =
9

2SV

,

UK2 =
54

7SV

, UJ2 =
12
SV

,

UI2 =
18
SV

, AK2 =
27

7S2
V

,

AJ2 =
9

S2
V

, AI2 =
27

S2
V

.

SOME EXTREMUM PROBLEMS

We have seen in the section on STIT tessellations
that the law of a homogeneous spatial random STIT
tessellation is uniquely characterized by its surface
intensity and by its directional distribution. The surface
intensity is a positive real constant 0< SV < ∞ and the
directional distributionR is a probability measure on
the upper half-sphereS2

+ fulfilling the non-degeneracy
condition from above.

Recall, that a convex bodyK ⊂ R
3 is uniquely

determined by itssupport function h(K, ·) defined by

h(K,u) := max{〈x,u〉 : x∈ K}, u∈ R
3.

For the law of any homogeneous random STIT
tessellation with surface intensity 0< SV < ∞ and
directional distributionR we define now a convex body
Π(SV,R) by putting

h(Π(SV,R),u) := SV

∫
S2

+

| 〈u,v〉 |R(dv) , u∈ R
3.

The centrally symmetric convex bodyΠ(SV,R) is
called Steiner compactassociated with the law of
the STIT tessellation or itsassociated zonoid, by
referring to the characteristic property ofΠ(SV,R).
Notice, that the zonoidΠ(SV,R) is at the same time
the associated zonoid of the homogeneous random
Poisson plane tessellation with the same parameters,
see Schneider and Weil(2008). From the general
theory ibidem we infer thatΠ(SV,R) is uniquely
determined by the parametersSV and R and that
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given a centered zonoid there is exactly one law of
a random STIT tessellation having the given convex
body as its Steiner compact. Because of this one-to-
one correspondence all mean values for homogeneous
spatial STIT tessellations are expressible in terms of
the geometric characteristics of the associated Steiner
compact. These are:

Vol(Π) = Vol(Π(SV,R)) - the volume of
Π(SV,R),

S f(Π) = S f(Π(SV,R)) - the surface area of
Π(SV,R),

br(Π) = br(Π(SV,R)) - the mean breadth of
Π(SV,R).

Here, we useVol, S f andbr instead ofV, S andB in
order to distinguish between these functionals and the
mean values considered in an earlier section.

Note that from Thm. 10.3.3 inSchneider and Weil
(2008) it follows thatVol(Π), S f(Π) andbr(Π) are in
terms ofSV, ζ2 andζ3 given by

Vol(Π) =
S3

V

6
ζ3,

S f(Π) = S2
Vζ2,

br(Π) =
SV

2
.

The metric mean values from the last sections can
be expressed in terms of the geometric parameters
of Π. Since STIT tessellations have Poisson typical
cells we can deduce again from Thm. 10.3.3. in
Schneider and Weil(2008) that

AJ2 =
2
3

br(Π)

Vol(Π)
, L

J(3)
1

=
1
6

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
.

From mean value relations that can be derived from the
mean values calculated in the last sections we obtain
furthermore

LK1 =
1
12

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
, L

J(2)
1

=
3
28

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
,

LI1 =
1
4

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
, UK2 =

3
7

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
,

UJ2 =
2
3

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
, UI2 =

S f(Π)

Vol(Π)
,

AK2 =
2
7

br(Π)

Vol(Π)
, AI2 = 2

br(Π)

Vol(Π)
.

Similarly, the corresponding intensities can be
expressed in terms ofVol. For example we have
λVT = 4Vol(Π), λVC = 2Vol(Π) andλV = λVT +λVX =
6Vol(Π).

It is an important observation that any of the
metric mean values from above is a constant times
Sf(Π)/Vol(Π) or br(Π)/Vol(Π). These expressions are
well known from convex geometry asisoperimetric
and the latter asisepiphanic coefficient. By applying
classical inequalities for intrinsic volumes of convex
bodies from convex geometry, see for exampleGruber
(2007), we can deduce that the mean valuesLY1,
UX2 and AX2 with Y ∈ {K,J(2),J(2), I} and X ∈
{I ,J,K} achieve their minimal values if and only
if the associated Steiner compact is a ball. This is
exactly the case, when the directional distributionR

is the uniform distribution onS2
+, i.e., in the case

when the homogeneous random STIT tessellation
is additionally isotropic. The lower bounds for the
resulting inequalities can now be obtained from the the
previous section and we get the following couple of
inequalities:

LK1 ≥
1

SV

, L
J(2)
1

≥
9

7SV

, L
J(3)
1

≥
2

SV

, LI1 ≥
3

SV

UK2 ≥
36

7SV

, UJ2 ≥
8

SV

, UI2 ≥
12
SV

,

AK2 ≥
48

7πS2
V

, AJ2 ≥
16

πS2
V

, AI2 ≥
48

πSV

,

with equality holding only in the isotropic case.
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